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Previous earthquake events have shown that chimneys are one of the most fragile structures. Studies have focused on the seismic
behavior of reinforced concrete (RC) chimney structures subjected to earthquake load only along the horizontal direction.
However, the vertical component of strong ground motion has been proven to damage or completely destroy civil structures.
+erefore, it is essential to determine the failure probability of RC chimneys under both horizontal and vertical directions. In this
study, the seismic behavior of an RC chimney was studied through seismic fragility analysis, wherein a fragility model based on the
intensity ratio between the vertical and horizontal components was proposed. In the fragility analysis, different intensity ratios of
near-fault ground motions (NFGMs) between the vertical and horizontal components were considered.+e findings indicate that
the NFGMs along the vertical and horizontal directions significantly affect the failure probability if the intensity of the horizontal
component is above a certain threshold. Moreover, the failure probability increases with the intensity of the vertical and horizontal
ground motions. +erefore, the influence of the combination of the vertical and horizontal components of the NFGMs should be
considered in the safety evaluation of RC chimney structures.

1. Introduction

Today, with the development in technology and industrial
practices, most factories need a chimney structure which is
high-rise and slender. Chimney structures can be severely
damaged or destroyed during severe wind storms or strong
earthquakes. Ghobarah and Baumber [1] pointed out that
the fundamental mode of vibration determines the failure of
the chimney at its base. In Bońkowski et al. [2], the behavior
of an industrial chimney is investigated subjected to
translational-horizontal and rocking components of ground
motion, and results imply that rotational excitations in the
flexural vibrations of the chimney have great influence on
the performance of chimney base. In Minghini et al. [3], the
risk of a brickwork chimney under 2012 Emilia earthquake is
investigated, and the results indicate a shear failure mech-
anism of the upper part of the chimney. Huang et al. [4]
found that the opening and the direction of motion relative
to the opening affected the behavior of the chimney. Wilson
[5] studied the earthquake responses of ten tall RC chimneys

with heights ranging from 115m to 301m through nonlinear
dynamic analysis. Kilic and Sozen [6] studied the effect of
Marmara earthquake (Aug. 17, 1999) on the seismic per-
formance of two RC chimneys with heights of 115m and
107.5m. In the Marmara earthquake event, the chimney
with a height of 115m failed. +ey showed that the presence
of reinforcing bar splices caused the failure of the chimney
structure. Turkeli et al. [7] studied the response of RC
chimneys under wind and earthquake loads and showed that
the opening at the body of the chimney can cause brittle
failure. Zhou et al. [8] evaluated the damage probability of
a high-rise RC chimney with a height of 240m under seismic
loads through seismic fragility analysis (SFA), and some
meaningful conclusions were obtained in their study.
However, the influence of the vertical component of the
ground motions was not considered. Pallares et al. [9]
evaluated the capacity of masonry chimneys, which were
originally designed to withstand only their weights and wind
loads. +e structures located in seismic active zones can be
potentially subjected to earthquake loads. +rough an
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experimental study, they pointed out that carbon-fiber-
reinforced polymer arranged in the form of vertical strips
could protect the chimney structures. Abovementioned
studies show that most researchers focused on the perfor-
mance of chimney structures under horizontal components
of ground motions. However, strong earthquake ground
motions along the vertical direction have been observed in
previous earthquake events, causing severe damage or in
some cases complete destruction of bridge structures,
building structures, and civil infrastructure facilities [10–13].

Many studies have evaluated the seismic performance of
civil structures, such as buildings and bridges, subjected to
seismic loads along the vertical direction [14–18]. In Wang
et al. [17], they showed that although the effects of the vertical
component on the failure probability of piles and expansion
bearings were insignificant, the effect on the fixed bearings
was significant.+ey pointed out that the failure probability of
certain components of a bridge system can be underestimated
if the influence of the vertical ground motion is not con-
sidered. Some efforts have been done to study the perfor-
mance of masonry chimney under vertical ground motions.
In Breccolotti andMaterazzi [19], the effect of vertical ground
motion on the seismic behavior of masonry chimneys was
studied; they suggested that the vertical ground motions
should not be ignored, particularly in near-fault zones.

+e literature review shows that vertical ground motions
have great influence on the performance of building, bridge,
or other civil structures. Even though some efforts have been
done to study the behavior of masonry chimney under
horizontal and vertical ground motions, the height and the
material properties of masonry chimney are different from
that of RC chimneys. +erefore, it is meaningful to study the
behavior of RC chimneys under both vertical and horizontal
directions simultaneously. In this study, an RC chimney
model with a height of 120m was used to investigate the
combined effect of the vertical and horizontal components
on the performance through SFA. In the SFA, different
intensity ratios between the vertical and horizontal ground
motions were considered, and the uncertainty in the NFGMs
was also considered. Subsequently, seismic fragility curves
and surfaces for different damage states were generated
based on the numerical simulation data; the probability of
failure depends on the seismic intensity of NFGMs along the
horizontal direction and the intensity ratio between the
vertical and horizontal components.

2. Seismic Fragility Analysis (SFA)

+e seismic fragility assessment is widely employed to de-
termine the probability of damage or of collapse of buildings
[20], bridges [21–23], and dams [24], or of other civil
structures subjected to earthquake loads. +e fragility
function equation can be written as follows:

P(C<D)|PGA � Φ
lnx− ln σ

ξ
 , (1)

where P(C<D)|PGA is the probability of damage or of
collapse; C is the structural capacity; D is the seismic

demand for a given seismic intensity; PGA denotes the peak
ground acceleration; Φ denotes the cumulative normal
distribution function; and σ and ξ represent the mean and
standard deviation of the seismic intensity that would lead to
a damage state, respectively.

For a structure subjected to ground motions along
multiple directions (i.e., vertical and horizontal) simulta-
neously, the fragility function is given as follows:

P(C<D) HPGa,
VPGa
HPGa

 


� Φ

lnx− ln σv

ξv

 , (2)

where P(C<D)|(HPGa,VPGa/HPGa) represents the
probability of failure corresponding to a damage state
defined under a given horizontal ground motion accel-
eration intensity (HPGa) and a given ratio between the
vertical and horizontal components of the ground mo-
tion acceleration intensity (VPGa/HPGa); VPGa denotes
the vertical ground motion intensity; and σv and ξv are
the mean and standard deviation of the seismic inten-
sity that leads to a damage state under a given ratio be-
tween the vertical and horizontal intensities, respectively.
Both σv and ξv change with respect to the ratio be-
tween the vertical and horizontal components of the
ground motion intensity. By employing the concept of
time-dependent fragility model [25], a VPGa/HPGa-in-
tensity ratio-dependent fragility model was employed in
this study; this model can be used to determine the failure
probability of structures under different combinations of
the vertical and horizontal components of ground motion.
+e VPGa/HPGa-ratio-dependent fragility function model
can be expressed as follows:

σv � p1
VPGa
HPGa

 
2

+ p2
VPGa
HPGa

+ p3, (3)

ξv � p4
VPGa
HPGa

 
2

+ p5
VPGa
HPGa

+ p6, (4)

where p1, p2, and p3are the estimation parameters for σv,
whereas p4, p5, and p6 are the estimation parameters for ξv.

+e probability of exceeding a damage state for any given
intensity ratio of ground motion along the two directions
(vertical and horizontal) and for a given horizontal ground
motion intensity can be computed using Equation (5), as
follows:

P(C<D) HPGa,
VPGa
HPGa

 



� Φ
lnx− ln p1(VPGa/HPGa)2 + p2(VPGa/HPGa) + p3 

p4(VPGa/HPGa)2 + p5(VPGa/HPGa) + p6

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(5)

With Equations (3)–(5), the seismic fragility curves and
surfaces for different damage states defined in this work can
be generated based on the numerical simulation data. +e
probability of failure at each defined damage state depends
on the VPGa/HPGa ratio and the intensity of the horizontal
component. +e next section presents the NFGMs used in
this research for nonlinear dynamic analysis.
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3. Near-Fault Ground Motions (NFGMs)

NFGMs recorded within 20 km from the rupture can more
severely damage civil structures because of their strong
velocity pulse, in comparison with ground motions recorded
in the far-field. Bertero et al. [26] investigated the seismic
behavior of fixed-base buildings subjected to NFGMs and
showed that the NFGMs significantly affect the response of
the studied structures. Hall et al. [27] showed that the
NFGMs that severely damaged high-rise buildings for the
generated demands considerably exceeded the capacity of
the structures. In this work, NFGMs were used to investigate
their effect on the performance of a chimney structure; the
vertical components of the ground motions were included.
Many NFGMs can be obtained in PEER ground motion
database; thirty of them were downloaded randomly and
used in this work for the seismic fragility analysis [28]. +ese
ground motions are mainly recorded from the earthquake
events: Chi-Chi Taiwan, Kocaeli Turkey, Darfield New
Zealand, and so on. For future study, researchers can use
more ground motions. +e magnitudes of all the earthquake
events used in this research range from 7.0 to 7.62, and the
rupture distances of the recorded ground motions are lower
than 15 km.

Figure 1(a) shows the time history of the vertical
component of the ground motion acceleration with the
recorded sequence 1519 corresponding to the Chi-Chi
earthquake of Taiwan. Figure 1(b) shows the time history
of the velocity, wherein a strong velocity pulse is observed.
+e design codes suggest that the peak vertical ground
motion acceleration ranges from half to three quarters of the
horizontal component when the effect of the vertical ac-
celeration need to be considered. However, strong motion
recorders from recent earthquake events reveal that the peak
ground acceleration of the vertical acceleration may be even
higher than that of the horizontal ground motion [14]. +e
ratio of the vertical peak ground acceleration to the hori-
zontal peak ground acceleration recorded in the near-fault
zone is greater than that recorded in the far-field [29, 30].
+erefore, in this study, different intensity ratios are con-
sidered, such as 2/3, 4/3, and 6/3.

4. Chimney Model

In this work, an RC chimney with a height of 120m was
used for the SFA. +e outside radius of the bottom of the
chimney is 6.195 m and that of the top of the chimney is
3.895 m. Figure 2 shows the elevation view of the
chimney system.+e finite element model of the chimney
structure was created by using OpenSees software [31].
+e nonlinear beam column element is assigned for the
investigated chimney structure. +e element size was set
as 5.0 m. Mander’s model was used to represent the
stress-strain relationship of concrete [32]. +e concrete
compressive strength is 31.0MPa. Steel02 was employed
as the material for the vertical reinforced bars [33]; the
steel strength is 336MPa. It is worth mentioning that the
opening on the chimney body was not considered, and
the soil structure interaction was not included in this

work, as this was not in line with the main objective of
this study.

With the created finite element model, nonlinear dy-
namic analysis was conducted through OpenSees. In this
work, the curvature at each section was extracted using the
nonlinear dynamic analysis. +e curvature was transferred
to the curvature ductility demand μc, which was employed to
judge whether the chimney is damaged. A moment-
curvature analysis was performed on each section of the
chimney, and the corresponding damage state was defined as
follows: slight damage 1≤ μc ≤ 8.25, moderate damage
8.25≤ μc ≤ 13.85, major damage 13.85≤ μc ≤ 23.05, and
collapse μc ≥ 23.05. In the next section, the seismic fragility
curve and fragility surface based on the numerical simula-
tion results are introduced.

5. Fragility Curves and Surfaces Based on
Numerical Simulation Results

5.1. FragilityCurves of theChimneyunder theCombinedEffect
of Vertical and Horizontal Components of NFGMs. With the
chimney model presented in Section 4 and the NFGMs given
in Section 3, a nonlinear dynamic analysis was performed.
Based on the numerical simulation data, fragility curves were
generated using Equation (2) by following the procedure
provided by Baker [34]. Figure 3(a) shows the probability of
slight damage. Figure 3(b) presents the probability of
moderate damage. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the proba-
bility of major damage and collapse, respectively.

Figure 3(b) clearly shows that the combined influence
of the vertical and horizontal components of the NFGMs
significantly influences the probability of moderate damage
when the intensity of the horizontal component is greater
than 0.5 g. +e probability of moderate damage increases
with the intensity ratio. Figure 3(d) shows that the collapse
probability of the studied chimney structure increases with
the intensity ratio VPGa/HPGa when the intensity of the
horizontal component is greater than 1.0 g. When the
horizontal ground motion intensity is 1.5 g with an in-
tensity ratio of 2.0, the probability of collapse of the
chimney structure is approximately 12%, which is ap-
proximately twice that under the horizontal component
alone with an intensity of 1.5 g. +erefore, the influence of
the near-fault vertical component of the earthquake ground
motions on the safety of RC chimney structures should not
be neglected.

5.2. Fragility Surfaces of the Chimney Subjected to NFGMs
alongBothVertical andHorizontalDirections. In Section 5.1,
the fragility curves are generated through numerical sim-
ulation data for different damage states with different in-
tensity ratios. Based on Equations (3) and (4), the models of
σv and ξv can be obtained using the least square fitting
method. With Equation (5), the seismic fragility surface
corresponding to each damage state of the chimney structure
subjected to NFGMs including their vertical components
can be generated efficiently. +e probability of exceeding
a damage state at any intensity combination of vertical and
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horizontal components of the earthquake ground motion
can be computed effectively without performing nonlinear
dynamic analysis again.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the seismic fragility surface
for exceeding the slight damage state and moderated
damage state, respectively. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) present
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Figure 2: Elevation view of the chimney model: (a) geometry model; (b) finite element model.
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Figure 1: Time history of RSN1519 Chi-Chi Taiwan: (a) acceleration; (b) velocity.
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the probability of major damage and collapse. From
Figure 4, it is clear that the vertical ground motions
signi�cantly a�ect the probability of moderate damage
when the intensity of the horizontal ground motion is
greater than 0.5 g. Moreover, the motions signi�cantly
a�ect the probability of major damage when the intensity
of the horizontal ground motion is greater than 0.8 g. �ey
signi�cantly a�ect the probability of collapse when the
horizontal component intensity of the ground motions is
greater than 1.0 g. �erefore, it can be concluded that the
e�ect of the NFGMs along the vertical direction on the
probability of exceeding a damage state depends on the
intensity level of the horizontal component of the ground
motions.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

6.1. Discussion. In this work, a chimney model was
employed for the SFA based on the vertical ground motion.
�e chimney structure was subjected to NFGMs along both
the vertical and horizontal directions. �e �ndings of this
work show that the probability of slight damage is signi�-
cantly a�ected by the intensity ratio, as it increases dra-
matically when the intensity of the groundmotions along the
horizontal direction is over 0.4 g and when it is lower than
1.0 g. However, the e�ect of the intensity ratio on the
probability of slight damage is less if the intensity of the
groundmotions along the horizontal direction is higher than
1.0 g, as the seismic fragility curves increase slowly, and the
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Figure 3: Fragility curves of the chimney structure for di�erent damage states: (a) slight; (b) moderate; (c) major; and (d) collapse.
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probabilities of slight damage for all intensity ratios are
largely the same. �us, the intensity ratio has less impact on
the slight damage state when the intensity of the horizontal
component is very high. For the probability of moderate
damage, the probabilities increase sharply for all the in-
tensity ratios if the intensity of the horizontal component is
higher than 0.6 g. For the major damage state, the proba-
bilities increase dramatically for all the intensity ratios if the
intensity of the horizontal component is greater than 1.0 g.
�e overall trends of the moderate and major damage states
are largely the same. �e probability of collapse increases
slowly when the intensity of the horizontal component is
lower than 1.2 g. However, it decreases dramatically when
the horizontal component intensity is higher than 1.2 g.

�e results of this study show that the probabilities of
each of the de�ned damage states nonlinearly increase with
respect to the intensity ratio and horizontal component
intensity. Moreover, the nonlinearity depends on the degree
of the damage de�ned in this research. �e e�ects of the
intensity ratio and the horizontal component intensity on
the damage probability are less when they are lower than
a speci�c threshold. �e damage probability increases
dramatically with VPGa/HPGa and horizontal component
intensity when they are higher than the threshold. �e

threshold values of VPGa/HPGa and the horizontal com-
ponent intensity increase if the damage state is changed from
slight damage to collapse. For example, if the intensity of the
horizontal ground motion is lower than 1.0 g, the collapse
probability is close to 0. �e changes in the horizontal and
vertical intensities of the NFGMs signi�cantly a�ect the
collapse probability when the intensity of the horizontal
component is greater than 1.0 g.

Although the study considers an RC chimney model
commonly used in industries and provides somemeaningful
�ndings, the results may not be applicable to other geometric
con�gurations and other types of chimney structures.
Further analysis is required to study the combined in�uence
of the vertical and horizontal intensities of NFGMs on the
probability of failure of more soil-foundation-chimney
structure systems. �e e�ect of NFGMs along the vertical
direction on the behaviors of other types of chimney
structures (steel chimney and masonry chimney) should be
studied. In order to reduce computation cost, a two-
dimensional model was created for the chimney structure
as done in Zhou et al. [8] in this work. In future research, it is
suggested to create a three-dimensional model to simulate
chimney structure to enhance the accuracy of calculation
results.
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Figure 4: Fragility surfaces for di�erent damage states: (a) slight; (b) moderate; (c) major; and (d) collapse.
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7. Conclusions

In this work, the combined influence of the vertical and
horizontal components of NFGMs on the failure probability
of an RC chimney structure was investigated through SFA. A
seismic fragility function model based on the ratio between
the vertical and horizontal intensities was proposed. In the
fragility analysis, the uncertainty in the NFGMs was con-
sidered. Fragility curves and surfaces with different damage
states were generated based on the nonlinear dynamic
analysis results. +e failure probability of different damage
states was found to depend on the intensity ratio and the
horizontal component intensity. +e findings show that the
combined influence of the vertical and horizontal compo-
nents of NFGMs significantly affect the damage states de-
fined in this research if the intensity of the horizontal
component of the ground motions is greater than
a threshold value. +erefore, this combined effect should be
considered in the safety evaluation of chimney structures
located close to near-fault zones.
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